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A unified model with a generalized gauge symmetry and its

cosmological implications
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Abstract: A unified model is based on a generalized gauge symmetry with groups [SU3c]color×(SU2×U1)×[U1b×U1l].

It implies that all interactions should preserve conservation laws of baryon number, lepton number, and electric

charge, etc. The baryonic U1b, leptonic U1l and color SU3c gauge transformations are generalized to involve non-

integrable phase factors. One has gauge invariant fourth-order equations for massless gauge fields, which leads to

linear potentials in the [U1b×U1l] and color [SU3c] sectors. We discuss possible cosmological implications of the new

baryonic gauge field. It can produce a very small constant repulsive force between two baryon galaxies (or between two

anti-baryon galaxies), where the baryon force can overcome the gravitational force at very large distances and leads

to an accelerated cosmic expansion. Based on conservation laws in the unified model, we discuss a simple rotating

dumbbell universe with equal amounts of matter and anti-matter, which may be pictured as two gigantic rotating

clusters of galaxies. Within the gigantic baryonic cluster, a galaxy will have an approximately linearly accelerated

expansion due to the effective force of constant density of all baryonic matter. The same expansion happens in the

gigantic anti-baryonic cluster. Physical implications of the generalized gauge symmetry on charmonium confining

potentials due to new SU3c field equations, frequency shift of distant supernovae Ia and their experimental tests are

discussed.
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1 Introduction

It appears that particle physics has developed to a
stage that all established basic forces, such as the strong
and the electroweak, can be understood on the basis
of gauge symmetry within the framework of local fields
[1, 2]. Each symmetry in flat space-time is associated
with a conservation law, as implied by Noether’s theo-
rem [3]. All these fundamental laws of conservation ap-
pear to imply equal amounts of matter and anti-matter
in the physical universe. In view of our limited knowl-
edge of the physical universe, it is premature to conclude
that all galaxies in the universe are made of baryons (and
electrons).

Previous discussions of unified models are based on
the conventional gauge symmetry, which involves the
usual phase factors and has some unsatisfactory prop-
erties related to the confinement mechanism of quarks.
Moreover, since there are no observable gauge fields asso-
ciated with baryon and lepton numbers, people speculate
that baryon and lepton numbers are only approximately
conserved [4].

This paper is based on a unified model with the pos-
tulates:

(i) a generalized gauge symmetry, which is associ-
ated with the established conservation laws such as the
baryon and lepton numbers and leads to new massless
gauge fields satisfying fourth-order equations, and

(ii) the baryon-lepton (or quark-lepton) symmetry in
the Lagrangian of the cosmic baryon–lepton dynamics.

We demonstrate that the coupling constants of these
baryonic and leptonic gauge fields may be too small to
be detected in the laboratory, but they can have inter-
esting observable cosmological consequence such as the
accelerated cosmic expansion. To bring out the observ-
able implications of the universal principle of gauge sym-
metry, we discuss a unified model from the new view-
point of generalized gauge symmetry with non-integrable
phase factors. The unified model follows the idea of
unification discussed by Glashow, Salam, Ward and
Weinberg [4–7]. The model is based on gauge groups,
[SU3]color× (SU2×U1)× [U1b×U1l]. All internal gauge
groups have the usual covariant derivatives of the form
(∂µ+igHa

µL
a), where La′s are group generators. The
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generalized gauge symmetry is based on new gauge
transformations, which involve (Lorentz) vector gauge
functions ωµ(x) and non-integrable phase factor

ig

∫x

ωµ(x′)dx′µ [8, 9]. For example, we have new bary-

onic U1b gauge transformations, Bµ(x)→B′

µ(x)=Bµ(x)+

ωµ(x), and ψ(x) → ψ′(x) = exp[−ig

∫x

ωµ(x′)dx′µ]ψ(x).

These new U1b gauge transformations with non-
integrable phase factors can be generalized to SUN

groups. In our previous work, we used non-integrable
phase factors to explore forms of gauge fields, wrapping
numbers and quantization conditions in gauge field the-
ories [10]. In this connection, it is interesting to note
that T. T. Wu and C. N. Yang pointed out in 1975 that
electromagnetism is the gauge invariant manifestation of

the non-integrable phase factor exp(ie

∮
Aµdxµ)1).

The original motivation to generalize gauge symme-
tries was to search for a mechanism to confine quarks.
One approach is to have a gauge field equation which
can lead to a linear potential. We found a new type of
gauge field which satisfies the fourth-order equation asso-
ciated with a generalized color SU3 gauge symmetry and
can lead to a linear potential between two color charges
[8]. We apply the same approach to U1 gauge symme-
try associated with the established conservation laws of
the baryon and lepton numbers to explore cosmological
implications such as the accelerated cosmic expansion.

In postulate (i), only those groups associated with ex-
act conservation laws (for color charges, baryon and lep-
ton numbers) have general vector gauge functions ωa

µ(x),
which do not have the form ∂µω

a(x), where ωa(x) is
a usual function (i.e., not a path-dependent function).
In this case, we have massless gauge bosons and new
fourth-order gauge field equations. On the other hand,
if the groups are associated with non-exact conserva-
tion laws (for weak isospins and hypercharges), then
the vector gauge functions ωa

µ take the special form
ωa

µ(x)=∂µω
a(x). This happens in the (SU2×U1) sector

of the model. These groups, SU2 and U1, are generated
by the weak isospin and weak hypercharge respectively.
Their non-integrable phase factors reduce to the usual

phase factors because

∫x

ωa
µ(x′)dx′µ =ωa(x). It is inter-

esting to note that only the (SU2×U1) sector in the unified
model suffers spontaneous symmetry breakdown. In this
sector, we have the usual second-order field equations for
massive and massless gauge bosons. The massless gauge
boson is the photon, which is associated with the elec-
tromagnetic U1 group and the exact conservation law of
the electric charge. So far, we do not have in-depth un-
derstanding of this breakdown of the gauge symmetry in
the electroweak (SU2×U1) sector in the unified model.

For almost half a century since physicists discussed
higher-order field equations in quantum field theory, it
has been widely thought that such field theories do not
have positive energy. One might think that any field
theory based on the fourth-order field equation is too
speculative to be physically interesting. Nevertheless, it
has been shown recently that this is not necessarily so for
the fourth-order field equations, which will be discussed
later. On the other hand, in the present unified model,
we argue that the negative energy associated with, say,
new color SU3c gauge bosons does not contradict exper-
iments because such gauge bosons are off-mass-shell and
they can provide the confinement mechanism for quarks.
Massless color gauge bosons are also confined in quark
systems. These properties of the fourth-order field equa-
tions will be discussed in Section 4.

2 Cosmic baryon–lepton dynamics with

a new gauge symmetry and linear po-

tentials

Let us first consider the generalized U1b gauge sym-
metry of a physical system with gauge field Bµ(x) and
spin 1/2 quark field q(x). The generalized gauge trans-
formations for Bµ(x) and q(x) are assumed to be

B′

µ(x)=Bµ(x)+ωµ(x), µ=0,1,2,3, (1)

q′(x)=e−iPω(x)q(x), q′(x)=q(x)eiPω(x), (2)

Pω(x)=gb

∫x

ωλ(x′)dx′λ, ∂µPω(x)=gbωµ(x), (3)

where Pω(x) is a non-integrable (i.e., path-dependent)
scalar phase [10], and gb denotes a super weak coupling
constant (or baryonic charge). The path in (3) could be
arbitrary, as long as it ends at the point x≡xν , and ωµ(x)
may be considered as space-time dependent parameter of
the Lie group U1b and is required to satisfy

∂2
ωµ(x)−∂µ∂λ

ωλ(x)=0, ∂2
=∂µ∂νη

µν , (4)

where ηµν = (1,−1,−1,−1). The solutions of (4) are
four sets of infinitely many functions ωµ(x), µ=0,1,2,3.
To distinguish the new gauge symmetry from the usual
gauge symmetry, let us call transformations (1)–(3) ‘taiji
gauge transformations’, and the Lagrangian invariant
under the transformations (1)–(3) taiji invariant La-
grangian. As usual, the taiji U1b gauge covariant deriva-
tive ∆bµ is defined as

∆bµ=∂µ+igbBµ, c=~=1. (5)

In this connection, we may remark that, strictly speak-
ing, equations (1)–(4) in the generalized gauge symmetry
are not exactly the same as the corresponding equations
in the usual U1 gauge symmetry. In particular, we have

1) Cf. Tai Tsun Wu and Chen Ning Yang, in Ref. [13], p. 504.
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four functions, ωµ(x), rather than a scalar function, in
the gauge transformations. However, they are not all
completely arbitrary because they are assumed to satisfy
four partial differential equations (4). Only the gauge
covariant derivative (5) and the ‘scalar’ phase Pω(x) in
(2) are similar to those in the usual U1 gauge symme-
try. Interestingly, in the special case when the vector
gauge function ωµ can be expressed in terms of the space-
time derivative of an arbitrary scalar function ω(x), i.e.,
ωµ(x)=∂µω(x), the equation (4) becomes a trivial iden-
tity. In this case, the expressions (1), (2), (3) and (5)
are identical to those in the usual U1 gauge transfor-
mations. Thus, it seems fitting to call this new gauge
symmetry based on modified gauge transformations (1)–
(3) the generalized or taiji U1 gauge symmetry. To stress
its basic nature related to fourth-order gauge field equa-
tions, quark confinement and cosmic accelerated expan-
sion, we also call it taiji gauge symmetry to distinguish
it from the usual gauge symmetry.

Similarly, the taiji gauge transformations for the lep-
ton gauge field Lµ(x) and the electron field ψ(x) are given
by

L′

µ(x)=Lµ(x)+Λµ(x), (6)

ψ′(x)=Ω(x)ψ(x), ψ
′

(x)=ψ(x)Ω(x)−1 , (7)

Ω(x)=e−iPΛ(x), PΛ(x)=gl

∫x

Λλ(x′)dx′λ. (8)

The U1b gauge curvature Bµν is, as usual, given by
the U1b commutator of the gauge covariant derivative
(5),

[∆bµ,∆bν]=igbBµν , (9)

Bµν =∂µBν−∂νBµ. (10)

It follows from equations (1)–(4), we have the follow-
ing taiji gauge transformations for Bµν(x), ∂µ

Bµν(x) and
∆bµq(x):

B′

µν(x) = Bµν(x)+∂µων(x)−∂νωµ(x) 6=Bµν (11)

∂µ
B′

µν(x) = ∂µ
Bµν(x)+∂2

ων(x)−∂ν ∂λ
ωλ(x)

= ∂µ
Bµν(x), (12)

∆′

bµq
′(x) = e−iPω(x)(∂µ+igbBµ(x))q(x)

= e−iPω(x)∆bµq(x), (13)

where we have used the relation

∂µe−iPω(x)=−igbωµ(x)e−iPω(x), (14)

and (4) to obtain (12) and (13). The result (11) shows
that the U1b gauge curvature Bµν is no longer invariant
under the taiji gauge transformations (1), in contrast to
the usual U1 gauge symmetry. However, the space-time
derivative of the gauge curvature, i.e., ∂µ

Bµν , is taiji
gauge invariant under the new gauge transformations (1)
with constraint (4).

Furthermore, based on equations (1), (2) and (13),
one can show that q(x)γµ∆bµq(x) is taiji gauge invari-
ant, i.e.,

q′(x)γµ∆′

bµq
′(x)=q(x)γµ∆bµq(x). (15)

Thus, one can construct baryon-leptonic dynamics
(BL dynamics) based on the taiji gauge symmetry and
the conservations of baryon and lepton numbers, similar
to electrodynamics. The taiji gauge invariant Lagrangian
LBL for BL dynamics involving quarks q(x), electrons
ψ, baryonic gauge field Bµ(x) and leptonic gauge field
Lµ(x), is given by

LBL =
L2

s

2
(∂µ

Bµλ∂νB
νλ+∂µ

Lµλ∂νL
νλ)

+iq(x)γµ∆bµq(x)−mqqq

+iψ(x)γµ(∂µ+iglLµ)ψ(x)−mψψ, (16)

where Ls is a universal constant scale with the dimension
of length, so that all taiji gauge fields have the same di-
mension as the usual vector fields (which satisfy second-
order field equations).

The field equations of the taiji gauge field Bµ and
the quark q(x), which carries baryon number (or baryon
charge gb), can be derived from (16). We have

∂2∂λ
Bλµ−

gb

L2
s

qγµq=0, Bλµ=∂λBµ−∂µBλ, (17)

(iγµ[∂µ+igbBµ]−mq)q = 0,

iγµ[∂µ−igbBµ]qγµ+mqq = 0. (18)

The fourth-order equation (17) is invariant under the
taiji gauge transformations (1) and (4), thus, it may be
called the taiji gauge field equation.

Suppose we chose a gauge condition ∂λ
Bλ = 0, (17)

leads to the following field equations

∂2∂2
Bµ=

gb

L2
s

qγµq, (19)

if one puts a point-like baryon charge at the origin, the
zeroth component static gauge potential B0(r) satisfies
the fourth-order equation,

∇2∇2B0(r)=
gb

L2
s

δ3(r). (20)

This equation leads to a linear gauge potential
B0(r)1), [9]

B0(r)=−
gbr

8πL2
s

, (21)

which is the potential generated by a quark carrying the
baryon charge gb. The potential energy Vb(r) between
two quarks is given by

Vb(r)=gbB0(r)=−
g2
br

8πL2
s

. (22)

1) We have used the Fourier transformation of the generalized functions.
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It leads to a repulsive force between two baryon charges,

Fb(r)=
g2
b

8πL2
s

r

r
, (23)

which is independent of the distance between the two
baryon charges.

Similarly, there is a repulsive force F`(r) between two
lepton charges g`:

F`(r)=
g2

`

8πL2
s

r

r
. (24)

The relation between g` and gb will be discussed on the
basis of the baryon–lepton symmetry in Section 4.

Since we are interested in the order of magnitude of
physical quantities involved in cosmological phenomena,
the constant acceleration related to the lepton gauge field
will not be considered in the following discussions. Ac-
cording to results (22) and (23) in the cosmic BL dy-
namics, for a given value of the coupling strength gb,
however small it may be, there is a large cosmic scale,
beyond which the baryonic force overcomes the gravita-
tional force and controls the physics and the evolution of
the universe on large length scale.

3 Experimental tests, accelerated ex-

pansion and a rotating dumbbell uni-

verse

The linear potential energy (22) implies a constant
repulsive force between two isolated baryonic charges, in-
dependent of their distances. The equation of motion of
a freely moving test particle (a baryon) around a macro-
scopic object is, in general, given by [9] d2r/dt2≈g+gbm,
where g is the gravitational acceleration produced by the
macroscopic object, while the acceleration gbm is related
to the baryonic charges contained in the object.

For experimental test of the model by measuring the
acceleration of a supernova in the future, let us consider a
more realistic model of a supernova with massms located
in a sphere of roughly 100 billion galaxies (as revealed
by Hubble). We idealize baryonic galaxies as points uni-
formly distributed in a big sphere with a radius Ro and
with a constant baryon density ρb. Each nucleon car-
ries three units of baryonic charge gb and the total mass
of the sphere is M =ρb4πR

3
o/3. The force between two

baryon charges is given by (23). One can calculate the
total force Ftot of the sphere that acts on a supernova
at a distance r<Ro from the center of the sphere. It is
approximately given by1).

Ftot=
9g2

b

8πL2
s

msM

m2
p

(

r

Ro

−
r2r

5R3
o

)

,

d2r

dt2
=

Ftot

ms

=
9g2

bM

8πL2
sm

2
p

(

1−
r2

5R2
o

)

r

Ro

, (25)

where the gravitational acceleration produced by the dis-
tribution of matter in the sphere is not included. Note
that the total baryonic force Ftot in (25) differs from the
force in (23) because (23) is not an inverse-square force.
If it were an inverse square force, similar to the gravi-
tational force, then the total force on a supernova S for
r<Ro would still be an inverse square force, calculated
by assuming that the entire mass in the sphere interior
to S is concentrated at the center, the mass exterior to
this sphere not contributing at all to the field at S.

We note that the physical source of the cosmic ac-
celeration in (25) is ubiquitous baryonic matter rather
than some mysterious ‘dark energy’ in the universe. The
gauge field theory based on the taiji gauge invariant
Lagrangian (16) suggests that the accelerated cosmic
expansion could be understood in terms of the cosmic
force produced by the taiji U1b gauge field obeying equa-
tion (17).

In contrast, if one were to assume a cosmological
constant λ in Einstein’s gravitational field equation, one
would obtain a solution for a static potential involving
the term +λr2/6 in the Newtonian limit [11]. Instead
of (25), a cosmological constant leads to the following
r-dependent acceleration for the cosmic expansion:

d2r/dt2=Cr, (26)

where C is a constant [11]. Thus, this difference between
the predictions of the new baryon–lepton dynamics and
the Einstein gravity with a cosmological constant could
be tested experimentally. However, such a cosmological
constant (in the Hilbert–Einstein Lagrangian for gravity)
upset the original foundational principle of general coor-
dinate invariance, which enables one to deduce the pre-
cise form of Einstein’s law of gravitation “from general
requirements of mathematical simplicity without any ar-
bitrariness” [12]. In the Newtonian limit, the cosmolog-
ical constant λ appears as a non-local constant source
in the universe and produces a quadratic potential field,
+λr2/6 for the accelerated cosmic expansion. In this
sense, the cosmological constant appears to be some sort
of ‘new aether’ with a constant density everywhere in
the universe, resembling the old aether of 19th century
electromagnetism.

Equation (25) is derived on the basis of local field the-
ory with a generalized gauge symmetry associated with
the established conservation law of baryon number. In
contrast, (26) is obtained on an ad hoc basis and has lit-
tle to do with field theory. We hope that the difference
between (25) and (26) could be tested by experiments
in the future, say, when the frequency shift of a distant
supernova can be measured more accurately.

1) Hsu J P and Hsu L, 2015, A model of cosmic acceleration of a supernova and experimental test
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Based on the unified model, it is worthwhile to con-
sider a simple model of the universe [13], which is con-
sistent with all the conservation laws of electric charge,
baryon number, lepton number, etc. One simple pic-
ture of the universe is a ‘dumbbell universe’ with one
end dominated by a gigantic cluster of baryon galaxies
(or matter) and the other dominated by another gigantic
cluster of anti-baryon galaxies (or anti-matter). It is rea-
sonable to assume that, so far, we have only observed one
lobe of the dumbbell universe. With limited knowledge
about the physical universe, it seems premature to con-
clude the non-existence of anti-matter, in contradiction
of the established conservation laws in particle physics.
These two gigantic clusters could rotate around a cen-
ter of mass, attracting each other with the force they
produce, which is independent of the distance between
them. This r-independence is in contrast to the picture
presented earlier of the force (25) experienced by a nu-
cleon immersed within a cluster of baryon galaxies.

The effectively constant force that is produced by the
baryon and anti-baryon clusters (with a sufficient dis-
tance between them) is attractive between baryon matter
and anti-baryon matter. This constant force is presum-
ably too weak to be observed within our galaxy. Nev-
ertheless, because the strengths of these basic forces are
independent of distance, they would be larger than the
gravitational force at extremely large distances similar
to that between the two lobes of the dumbbell. This
rotating dumbbell universe may also be pictured as the
‘taiji yin-yang diagram1). One lobe of the dumbbell, in
which our Milky Way galaxy is located, is dominated by
baryon galaxies. Roughly speaking, there is an acceler-
ated cosmic expansion due to the repulsive force among
baryon galaxies in our observable portion of the universe.
Similarly, the other lobe of the dumbbell is dominated
by anti-baryon galaxies; there is also an accelerated cos-
mic expansion due to the repulsive force among anti-
baryon galaxies. However, the whole universe with these
two gigantic clusters will be permanently confined by
the attractive force between the baryon cluster and the
anti-baryon cluster. This rotating dumbbell model of the
physical universe should be stable due to the presence of
the attractive forces generated by the taiji gauge field.

If we include the existence of an anti-baryon-galaxy
cluster far away (much, much larger than Ro) from the
baryon-galaxy cluster, then the acceleration in (25) will
be modified by an additional constant acceleration. That
is, although the prediction (25) in the cosmic BL dy-
namics still holds in the sense that the r-dependence
of the repulsive baryonic force acting on a supernova
S within a sphere of baryonic galaxies is not affected,

the additional constant acceleration due to the presence
of an anti-baryon-galaxy cluster far away introduces a
slight anisotropy in the observed cosmic accelerated ex-
pansion. This anisotropy provides a “signature” of the
dumbbell universe model, which will eventually allow it
to be distinguished from a modified conventional model.
(See Fig. 1.)

Fig. 1. How the strength and direction of the net
force varies. Top: modified conventional model.
Bottom: dumbbell model of the universe. In the
modified conventional model, the force is roughly
proportional to distance r from the center at very
large distances (where gravity is negligible), and
produces a radial repulsion. This is true for a
universe made of baryonic or antibaryonic mat-
ter. Current observations indicate that the pre-
ponderance of matter is baryonic. For the dumb-
bell model shown above, the lobe to the right is
baryonic and the lobe to the left is antibaryonic.
Dotted vectors indicate the attractive force ex-
erted by the antibaryonic lobe on the baryonic
lobe. Solid vectors indicate the baryonic repulsive
force. The net force at opposite ends of the dumb-
bell tends toward zero. The net force grows as one
moves toward the central region of the dumbbell,
for a given value of r (measured from the center
of each lobe), when the effect of gravity is neg-
ligible. Force vectors are drawn on the baryonic
lobe; corresponding vectors may be drawn on the
antibaryonic lobe. The relative magnitudes and
directions of the vectors are meant to be illustra-
tive only, and are not exact.

1) The taiji circle is divided into two intertwined dark and light halves to represent yin and yang. This diagram was
used by Bohr to illustrate his idea of complementarity in quantum mechanics. For taiji yin-yang diagram, see F. Louis,
(http://www.biroco.com/yijing/louis taiji diagram.pdf).
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In the present stage of the evolution of the universe,
one may speculate that, based on the laws of physics in
the unified model, the greatest energy source that one
could observe is due to the annihilation of a baryonic
galaxy and an anti-baryonic galaxy in the middle region
between the two gigantic clusters. Experimentally, the
baryon and anti-baryon annihilation radiation can be dis-
tinguished from other atomic radiations, as discussed by
Vlasov [14]. The observation of such an enormous en-
ergy source (over a very long period of time) and the
baryon-annihilation radiation (produced on the ‘bound-
ary’ between regions occupied by baryon galaxies and
anti-baryon galaxies) may also be considered as a test of
the dumbbell universe.

4 Discussions of the unified model

4.1 Universal principle of taiji gauge symmetry

The U1l and U1b corresponding to the lepton and
baryon numbers are usually considered not to be a local
gauge symmetry, because they have been experimentally
established to be exact symmetries. The reason is that
if they were gauged, there must be massless gauge fields,
which have not been observed in the laboratory. How-
ever, we believe that taiji gauge symmetry is a universal
principle and can be more general than the conventional
gauge symmetry. The universal principle of gauge sym-
metry states that there are massless gauge fields asso-
ciated with each and every conserved internal quantum
number, such as lepton and baryon numbers (or charges),
and that the new gauge transformations involve vector
gauge functions and non-integrable phase factors [8, 9].
The conventional gauge symmetry in the SU2×U1 sec-
tor of the unified model is a special case when the vector
gauge function ωa

µ(x) takes a special form ∂µω
a(x), where

ωa(x) is an arbitrary function.
It is intriguing that only the SU2×U1 sector corre-

sponds to weak isospin and hypercharge (which are not
exactly conserved) and involve spontaneous symmetry
breaking. Then, it leads to the electromagnetic U1 gauge
symmetry associated with the exactly conserved electric
charge. In the unified model, only this electroweak sector
involves second-order gauge field equations and massive
gauge bosons. So far, it is fair to say that we do not
have in-depth understanding of spontaneous symmetry
breaking in the total-unified model.

In principle, there will be massless gauge fields as-
sociated with electron–lepton, muon–lepton and tauon–
lepton numbers, if these lepton family numbers are ex-
actly conserved. However, the observed neutrino oscilla-
tions indicate that these lepton family numbers are only
approximately conserved.

4.2 Total-unified model and taiji gauge symme-

try

In order to resolve the problems of quantization of
gravitational field and others [13], we have formulated
and discussed Yang–Mills gravity on the basis of ex-
ternal translational gauge symmetry in flat space-time,
which corresponds to the exact conservation laws of en-
ergy and momentum. Such Yang–Mills gravity can be
quantized to obtain Feynman–Dyson rules and to calcu-
late the S-matrix, which satisfies gauge invariance and
unitarity [15, 16]. Moreover, it is consistent with exper-
iments and its equation of motion for classical objects
(in the form of relativistic Hamilton–Jacobi equations)
are formally the same as the corresponding equations in
Einstein’s gravity. The classical equations of motion in
Yang–Mills gravity are obtained from the quantum wave
equations with translational gauge symmetry by taking
the geometric-optics (or classical) limit. They have the
form of relativistic Hamilton–Jacobi equations with ef-
fective Riemanian metric tensors. In this sense, the ap-
parent curvature of space-time appears to be simply a
manifestation of the flat space-time translational gauge
symmetry (T4) for the motion of quantum particles in
the classical limit [12]. These classical equations with
the effective metric tensor Gµν ,

Gµν(x)[∂µS(x)][∂νS(x)]−m2=0, (27)

in Yang–Mills gravity are called Einstein–Grossmann
equations of motion. They lead to observable results,
which are consistent with the experiments of the peri-
helion shift of Mercury. For the bending of light (with
optical frequency) by the sun, the total-unified model
with Yang–Mills gravity leads to a deflection angle which
is 12% smaller than that of Einstein gravity. So far,
the experimental uncertainty is about 10%–20% for light
rays with optical frequency (which corresponds to the
geometric-optics limit). If the experimental errors can
be reduced to a few percent in the future, then one can
test this prediction of Yang–Mills gravity.

These properties and results suggest that one can in-
clude the external non-compact T4 translational group
in a total-unified model with the gauge groups

Gtot=(T4)YMgravity×[SU3]color×(SU2×U1)×[U1b×U1l].

We postulate to interpret that Gtot is the generalized taiji
gauge symmetry with vector gauge functions. The gauge
functions in Yang–Mills gravity for the transformation of,
say, a scalar field is a vector function Λµ(x) [15],

Φ(x)→Φ(x)−Λλ(x)∂λΦ(x).

Only the vector gauge functions ωa
µ in the electroweak

sector, (SU2×U1), can be expressed in the special form,
ωa

µ =∂µω
a(x), so that it has the usual gauge symmetry

in the total-unified model.
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4.3 Cosmic baryon–lepton symmetry

A baryon–lepton symmetry in weak interactions was
first discussed by Gamba, Marshak and Okubo in 1959
[17]. They observed a symmetry between baryon and lep-
ton in the charged weak current under the interchange
e↔n, µ↔Λ and ν↔p. After the advent of quark model
for baryons, this observed symmetry became known as
quark–lepton symmetry.

The interesting and basic idea of Gamba, Marshak
and Okubo can be naturally generalized to the cosmic
baryon–lepton dynamics with super weak interactions
based on taiji gauge symmetry. Let us consider the
baryon–lepton system involving quarks, leptons, Bµ and
Lµ gauge fields. We postulate the complete BL La-
grangian to be invariant under the exchanges:

Bµ↔Lµ, q↔`, mq↔m`, (28)

q=(u,d,s,c,b,t), `=(e,νe,µ,νµ,τ,ντ).

where all quarks in the set q are assigned a value of
baryon number +1/3, anti-quarks−1/3 and non-baryons
0. All leptons in the set ` are assigned a value of lepton
number +1, anti-lepton −1 and non-leptons 0. Baryon
number may also be called baryon charge, gb, which can
be determined experimentally [9]. The complete BL La-
grangian takes the following general form

LCBL =
L2

b

2
∂µ
Bµλ∂νB

νλ+
L2

`

2
∂µ
Lµλ∂νL

νλ

+iqγµ(∂µ+igbBµ)q−mqqq

+i`γµ(∂µ+iglLµ)`−ml``, (29)

where
Lb=L`=Ls, gb=g`. (30)

Thus, we have a simple BL dynamics with a universal
length scale Ls and coupling constant gb=g`=ge.

4.4 New sources and confining dual potentials

in the color SU3c sector

In the unified model with generalized gauge symme-
try, the point source for the static U1b gauge field is the
same as the usual field theory, as shown in (20). But
the point sources for the color SU3c sector could be more
complicated due to the self-coupling of the SU3c gauge
field, which satisfies the fourth-order equations,

L2
s

[

∂2∂νH
νµ
a −gcfabcHλb(∂2∂µ

Hλ
c −∂2∂λ

Hµ
c )

]

+gcqγ
µ(λa/2)q+···=0. (31)

The quark confining potential can be derived from the
time-component of (31) in the static limit,

L2
s∇

2∇2H0
a+L2

s∇
2[gcfabc∂i(H

i
bH

0
c )]+gcqγ

0(λa/2)q+···

=0. (32)

Suppose we consider point color charge gc as the source
to generate the static gauge field H0

a(r), equation (32)
suggests two types of singular point sources for the
fourth-order equation,

L2
s∇

2∇2H0(r)=gcδ
3(r)−gcL

2
s∇

2δ3(r), (33)

where the unusual second term is due to the self-coupling
of the color gauge fields, as shown in the second term in
(32). The fourth-order equation (32) leads to spherically
symmetric static dual potentials,

H0(r)=−
gcr

8πL2
s

+
gc

4πr
. (34)

For charmonium, the potential energy Vc for the charmed
quark–antiquark system is given by (−gc)H

0
a(r). We

note that the second term, a non-electromagnetic
Coulomb type potential, is needed for a good fit of the
charmonium energy spectra. Using the empirical formula
of Cornell group for charmonium potential, we obtain the
approximate strong coupling strength and the confining
length scale Ls,

Vc(r)=
g2
cr

8πL2
s

−
g2
c

4πr
,

g2
c

4π
≈0.2, Ls≈0.14 fm, (35)

where the charmed quark mass is taken to be mc ≈

1.6 GeV1) [18].
Note that the SU3c gauge invariant Lagrangian with

higher order derivatives appears to be renormalizable by
power counting, which can be verified by counting the
degree of divergences in Feynman diagrams. This renor-
malizability seems to be related to and also supported by
the following properties: Suppose one compares the rules
for Feynman diagrams obtained in the taiji gauge invari-
ant Lagrangian Lsu3c with those in the usual QCD. One
sees that the quark vertices have the same structures in
both cases. The three and four gauge-boson vertices in
Lsu3c involve two more momentum factors than the corre-
sponding vertices in QCD, and they are compensated by
the fact that the propagators of taiji gauge bosons have
two more inverse momentum factors. The same thing
occurs in the vertices and propagators involving ghost
particles. This property suggests that all previous calcu-
lations in the usual QCD will not be upset in the present
model with color SU3c generalized gauge symmetry by
the high order corrections [19–21]. The renormalizable
property of the unified model in the color SU3c sector
will be discussed in a separate paper.

4.5 New gauge symmetry and fourth-order

gauge field equations

In general, gauge fields with generalized gauge sym-
metry satisfy fourth-order differential equations. We

1) Recent experimental value for the charmed quark mass is about 1.27±0.08 GeV.
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note that the fourth-order field equation is usually con-
sidered as unphysical because of the presence of indefinite
energies (or non-positive norm) in the dynamical system
[22–25]. However, it was shown recently that this is not
necessarily so [26–28]. A no-ghost theorem was proved
for the fourth-order derivative Pais–Uhlenbeck oscilla-
tor model [26]. The no-ghost theorem makes field the-
ories with fourth-order field equations interesting. But
the classical solutions of the original field equations may
be altered. In this connection, we would argue from a
different viewpoint because, say, the fourth-order color
gauge-field equation (31) differs from the usual cases.
To be specific, let us consider the problems of negative
energies of the new color gauge bosons associated with
the fourth-order field equations in the color SU3c sector
[29]. In this unified model, the new color gauge bosons
will be permanently confined by the linear potential (35)
in quark systems. We can consistently postulate to in-
terpret the color gauge bosons to be off-mass-shell, in
contrast to usual bosons which satisfy the second-order
equation. Thus, the new gauge boson with negative en-
ergy will not appear in the external states of the S-matrix
of the total unified model and, hence, does not contradict
experiments.

4.6 Dark energy vs. ‘dark’ fields

If one uses Einstein’s field equation with a cosmolog-
ical constant (or dark energy), one will have the result
that the acceleration of expansion depends linearly on
the distance between two galaxies, as shown in (26). In
contrast, the unified model provides a field-theoretic un-
derstanding of accelerated cosmic expansion, as shown
in Sections 2 and 3. The coupling strengths of the new
gauge fields associated with the conserved baryon and
lepton numbers are extremely weak, so that their effects
cannot be observed in laboratories even in our Milky
Way galaxy. In this sense, we give a re-interpretation of
the baryonic gauge field originally proposed by Lee and
Yang, so that they will have observable effects on the
cosmic scale [13, 30]. Thus, a crucial question is whether
the acceleration in the expansion of the universe agrees
with the predictions (25) or (26). Since we have accel-
erated Wu transformations of space-time, which gives a
new Wu–Doppler shift for radiation sources with linear
acceleration on a straight line [31], it is hoped that ex-
perimental tests of (25) and (26) can be carried out in
the near future.

4.7 Big-Jets vs. Big Bang

Among the most important experimental findings in
cosmology are Hubble’s original discovery of the expan-

sion of the universe in 1929, and the discovery of the
cosmic microwave background by Penzias and Wilson
in 1965. These findings provide evidence for the occur-
rence of a hot Big Bang [32, 33]. One might ask, is such
a beginning consistent with the dumbbell model of the
universe? If one hypothesizes that the dumbbell uni-
verse originated with the formation of Big-Jets, i.e., two
diametrically opposed jets (similar to the type of phe-
nomena one might encounter in a particle collision in
a high energy physics laboratory) composed of baryons
and anti-baryons in each jet, the processes of their anni-
hilations eventually lead to a baryon dominated jet and
an anti-baryon dominated jet. Then, from the vantage
point of an observer in either jet, the evolution of that
observer’s universe would be similar to the general fea-
tures of a Big Bang. A detailed description of specific
phenomenon implied by a Big Bang origin of the uni-
verse, such as Big Bang nucleosynthesis or cosmic mi-
crowave background, awaits future study. The authors
acknowledge the fact that a more thorough cosmological
model, supported by detailed calculations needs to be
formulated before a dumbbell model of the universe can
gain widespread acceptance.

In summary, the total-unified model, including Yang–
Mills gravity with flat space-time translational gauge
symmetry, paves the way to unify all interactions. In
this sense, the total-unified model is a satisfactory frame-
work that could accommodate all fundamental laws
of physics in a unified manner. An unexpected and
interesting feature of the unified model is that both
quark confinement on the small scale and the acceler-
ated cosmic expansion on the large scale can be un-
derstood on the basis of the generalized taiji gauge
symmetry.

We thank Rahul Kashyap for helpful discussions

about supernovae. This paper is dedicated to Prof.

Susumu Okubo, Jp’s most respectful mentor.

Additional Notes

One may conjecture the generalized gauge symmetry
based on gauge transformations (1)–(3) involving a new
path-dependent phase factor may correspond to a gen-
eralized fiber bundle, which deserves further study. (See
Ref. [13], p. 106.)

For a detailed discussion of Lagrangians and Hamilto-
nians involving higher order derivatives, see also CHANG
Tsung Sui, Proc. Roy. Soc. A 183 316 (1945). For
CHANG’s related work, see online: HQ3,Yin and Zhu.
We would like to thank ZHU Zhongyuan for informing
us of CHANG’s work.
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